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Monster hunter orchestra concert

Capcom and Promax announced that the Monster Hunter Orchestra concert will be held online in 2020. Also, for the first time in the concert's history, tickets for live streaming are available for purchase globally. Held annually since 2014, the concert hosts orchestral performances of monster hunter music.
The 2020 concert will especially have a lot of songs from Monster Hunter World: Iceborne, the latest series title released to date. This concert will be performed by the Tokyo Philharmonic and conducted by Hirofumi Kurita. Guitarists Daisuke Miyazaki and HIDExHIDE also participate as guest performers
– the latter is a unit that performs with Japanese instruments Shakuhachi and Shamisen, which also provided songs for Monster Hunter Generations, such as Mizutsune's fighting theme. Due to global circumstances in 2020, this year's concert will be held entirely online without a single live audience.
However, the good news that has come out of this is that people from all over the world are able to buy tickets and watch live streams. Unlike the 2019 concert website – which was only available in Japanese – the Monster Hunter Orchestra 2020 concert website is bilingual in Japanese and English. While
the Niconico platform will only be available in Japan, people living outside Japan and mainland China can buy a streaming ticket on LiveFrom Events for $28. Those living in countries where Vimeo is available also have an alternative to buy from Lawson Ticket for $3,000. Monster Hunter Orchestra
Concert 2020 will be held on 3 October 2020 at 20:00 JST (12:00 BST, 07:00 EDT, 04:00 PDT). Harmonics Music will release monster hunter orchestra concert's 2020 live recorded album in December 2020, both physically and digitally. The physical cd album will be sold first in Japan at 3,700 yen plus
tax on December 9, 2020. The digital version of the album will also go on sale in the iTunes Store on December 23, 2020. [Thank you, 4Gamer!] Monster Hunter Orchestra Concert 2020 was held on 3 October 2020. Due to global circumstances of the year, the concert was performed without a single live
viewer. However, people from all over the world could buy streaming tickets for the show. The concert mostly played themes of monsters recently added to Monster Hunter World: Iceborne Expansion, such as Nargacuga, Tigrex, Brachydios and Zinogre. Although it also had a mix of four main monsters
from monster hunter generations – Astalos, Gammoth, Mizutsune and Headnus – the latter was played with a newer world of performance as The Headus made its way into the Iceborne roster. Those who missed the concert can watch the next official highlight video as they await the release of the
recorded album. Monster Hunter World: Iceborne, which filled most of it setlist, is immediately available on PlayStation 4, Xbox One, and PC. Capcom currently distributes the New Hunting Party Pack to all players who enter the game by November 26, 2020. After the success of the Gyakuten Saiban
Orchestra concert, sound director Tetsuya Shibata decided it was time to mark the hugely popular Monster Hunter series with an orchestral concert of the fifth anniversary. The concert took place on May 6, 2009 at Tokyo's Metropolitan Art Space in Ikebukur and featured 13 suites from across the series
orchestrated by Imagine members. The arrangements were flawlessly performed by the Tokyo Philharmonic, vocalist Ikuko Noguchi and four ethnic instrumentalists on the night. For those who couldn't make it to the concert, Capcom released both a CD and a DVD recording for the concert. CD recording
doesn't quite recreate the original experience, but it's widely commercially available and convenient to listen to as opposed to a DVD. Let's take a closer look at what both the original concert performance and its CD release offer. Body Expected, the concert opens with a performance of the main theme of
the series composed by Masato Kouda. Shiro Hamaguchi has previously orchestrated the theme for Monster Hunter, so this performance is similar to the one featured in the Monster Hunter Soundtrack Book. It is somewhat disappointing that the structure of the composition is almost identical to the main
theme of Superman, but at least the melody is original and so well portrays the characteristics of the series. This melody is exposed to warm brass pomp and listeners will later recall the game as swelling, light percussion and exotic wood winds are introduced, leading to a triumphant drop in cymbals on
the 0:33 tag. Taking a sinister turn with a dissonant canonical take on the original pomp, the theme gradually intensifies into a brass-edged action theme, demanding progression and ethnic percussion. Finally, the theme is presented as a march with contrasting grandiose and satisfied parts decorated with
trilling flutes, fluttering strings and harp arpeggios. The overture can be made, but it is still a convenient and emotional entrance to the concert. There are plenty of action arrangements at the Monster Hunter concert. A little later in the concert, Kazuhiko Sawaguchi offers a mix of monster hunter's three
darkest themes. And Glint in the Eye inspires images of a lurking predator with brass discords appearing against the unresolved motifs of harp and vibraphone. The arrangement becomes far more exciting than the 1:08 mark when lioleus' Howling theme comes to the fore. Sawaguchi offers dynamic and
intense orchestration, dubbing several motifs of brass crisis against fast wires and percussion. After a break, Medley jumps in. Crimson horns at 2:23. The ritual sound of the original is preserved with an even more bombastic brass against wild drum rhythms. After this arrangement is left on unresolved
battle, Hayato Matsuo treats us to an epic inertation of the Moving Mountain of Holiness. After the incredible introduction of organs, the first half of the arrangement focuses on the inter-game of imperial brass fanfare with a dense organ counterpoint. While much of the arrangement is extremely dark, there
is a gradual metamorphosis towards the March for Heroes theme, ensuring warm and triumphant moments. It's just great. The awakening shows the very calm tone of the city's thematic arrangements presented at the concert. The focus is on four ethnic instrumentalists, especially Koji Ezaki who interprets
the melody on a bamboo dictator and brings so many bittersweet emotions to it. Yasunori Iwasaki uses the orchestra in a very restrained way, but the first oboe offers some serene elaboration on the source material, while the strings provide huge countermeasures. This ensemble is back on track with an
interpretation of Monster Hunter 2's Village of Deeply Blessed Men. There's actually not much to individualize this arrangement, but the recording and oboe performances are enough to bring out all the humanity in the arrangement. There are also some nice subtleties in akifumi tada arrangement, such as
rich contramelodies on the cello and violin, as well as a dazzling wind fluttering. All in all, it's a pleasant interlude at the concert. The Pokke Village Monster Hunter Freedom 2 theme was introduced once again in a similar way, confirming that the format of the show's city themes is quite similar. This time
Which Ezaki plays the alto scarf, not the bamboo dictionarium, which gives a slightly different essence to the theme. However, something more daring could have been offered an even more interesting effect. Hayato Matsuo offers another masterful arrangement of six songs with interpretations of two
Monster Hunter 2 action themes. In this case, he demonstrates his lyrical use of the orchestra and is more influenced by classical traditions than cinematic ones. It's amazing to hear the amount of momentum the orchestrator accumulates in Kushaldaori's theme; brass crisply punctuated and wires wistfully
gliding against racing traps. The queen of the Flaming Kingdom serves as a pleasant contrast and maintains the Arabic influence of the original despite being interpreted for the symphony orchestra. Yasunori Iwasaki's medley combat themes from Freedom and Freedom Unite is not quite as striking.
However, it contains some of the most interesting orchestrations at the concert due to the installation of avant-garde techniques. This ensures both brutal moments like overblown brass fanfare at 1:17 and over such as the passionate string work of 1:55. Although the combat arrangements are similar in
instrumentation, they are quite prominent in mood and style otherwise, ensuring that the concert remains interesting. The concert was rounded off by a series of arrangements by Shir Hamaguchi. Proof of heroes is an elaborate version of the main theme with more bombastic orchestration and expanded
development sections. While the introductory arrangement is sundial and continues to have an antipathetic Superman influence, the actual repetition of the theme is welcome and effective in the concert's larger scheme. To Those Alive provides a rare glimpse into Yuk Komiyama's approach to Monster
Hunter 3. Although epic as Masato Kouda's main theme for the series, it takes a much more personal tone; at first it is elegiac with a melody presented on string sections and cor anglais, but gradually accumulates into a motivating march. But that's not all! As a bonus, the Tokyo Philharmonic offers a light
jazz arrangement of cute Ailu's favorite series. I find the Japanese orchestral style of the 1950s quite depressing here, just as with some of Koichi Sugiyama's city themes. Still, there will certainly be many who enjoy it and it's a 'sweet' bonus regardless. Of course, Monster Hunter 2's vocal themes appear
during the concert. Halfway through, Ikuko Noguchi appears on stage to sing song Song Sung to the Spirits. Her soft interpretation of the melody brings her refined form and exotic influences, while the side orchestration is muted but effective. It's another passing item at the concert, but it's still beautiful
while it lasts and sets a tune to repute at the end of the soundtrack. For the final item, the orchestra presents the richest version of Monster Hunter 2's wonderful main theme in Hunter, Go Forth. It opens with a colorful orchestration of a theme that travels the little father of the soundtrack version. Indeed,
Shir Hamaguchi's broad arrangement reflects much of the drama and emotion that has passed. From 2:35 p.m., Ikuko Noguchi returns to offer another deep and spiritual vocal performance. While her arrangement is similar in tone to Song Sung to the Spirits, she is all the more emotional with thicker
orchestration. This finale gives impressive applause. Summary All in all, the Monster Hunter Orchestra Concerto was an accomplished production that faithfully recalls the CD release. It features wide selections of songs, mature orchestral arrangements, well-polished performances and excellent recording
quality. Some of the arrangements are on the verge of homogeneity, such as thematic performances of the city's ethnic instruments and brass battle marches, but there is still enough variety and intricacies to keep entertained for the duration. While the RELEASE of the CD doesn't win emotions and
appearances at a live event, it's much more accessible than DVD releases and potentially more accessible. Regardless, this concert is certainly a definite tribute to Monster Hunter music and should be seriously considered by every fan of orchestral music. Overall rating: 9/10 9/10
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